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Threats to abortion rights in the US could impact SRHR rights around the world  ©AFP_TIMOTHY-A-CLARY

• US government should ensure access to safe and legal abortion

• Roe v Wade landmark case must be upheld by US Supreme Court

• All EU countries have to decriminalise abortion
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MEPs condemn the backsliding in women’s sexual and reproductive health and rights
worldwide including in the US and some EU countries, calling for safe access to
abortion.
 
Following a plenary debate on Wednesday, MEPs adopted a resolution on Thursday by 364
votes in favour, 154 against and 37 abstentions reminding the United States Supreme Court
that it is vital to uphold the landmark case of Roe v Wade (1973), which protects the right to
abortion in the US Constitution.
 
They urge US President  Biden and his administration to ensure access to safe and legal
abortion. MEPs reiterate their call on the Government of Texas to swiftly repeal Senate Bill 8
and call  on several  other  US states with similar  laws to bring their  legislation in  line with
internationally  protected women’s human rights.
 
Bans and other restrictions on abortion disproportionately affect women in poverty, MEPs, say,
stressing that women who, due to financial  or logistical barriers, cannot afford to travel to
reproductive health clinics in neighbouring states or countries, are at greater risk of undergoing
unsafe and life-threatening procedures.
 
Consequences of a US ban on abortion for women worldwide 
 
Deeply  concerned  about  the  potential  consequences  worldwide  should  Roe  v  Wade  be
overturned,  MEPs highlight  that  countries  heavily  dependent  on US aid  for  public  health
programmes could reverse their commitment to abortion provision and other reproductive rights.
The  European  External  Action  Service,  the  Commission  and  all  EU  countries  should
compensate for any possible reduction in US funding to sexual and reproductive health and
rights (SRHR) globally, and strongly advocate and prioritise universal access to safe and legal
abortion in their external relations. Parliament proposes that medical professionals who risk
legal or other forms of harassment be offered a safe haven.
 
EU countries must decriminalise abortion
 
Turning their attention to EU countries, MEPs urge member states to decriminalise abortion and
remove and combat obstacles to safe and legal abortion and access to SRHR services, which
should be guaranteed without discrimination. Medical practitioners should not deny women
access to abortion care on grounds of religion or conscience, as this can endanger the patient’s
life.
 
Background 
 
The US Supreme Court could vote to overturn guaranteed nationwide protection of abortion
rights. This would allow each US state to decide whether to restrict or ban abortion.
 
Almost all deaths stemming from unsafe abortions occur in countries where abortion is severely
restricted. Were a ban to take effect, it is estimated that the annual number of maternal deaths
in the US due to unsafe abortions would increase by 21% by the second year.
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https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/webstreaming/plenary-session_20220608-0900-PLENARY
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211001IPR14007/european-parliament-calls-for-repeal-of-new-texas-abortion-restriction


Contacts 
 
 

Further information
The adopted text will be available here (09.06.2022)
Watch the debate again
Steps of the procedure
European Parliament calls for repeal of new Texas abortion restriction, 7.10.2021
Poland: no more women should die because of the restrictive law on abortion, 11.11.2021
Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality
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